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One of the single largest educational

expenditures under ARRA was an

investment in Title I school

improvement. Rather than the typical

$500,000, ARRA grew the total to a

temporary $3.545 billion (including the

annual appropriation amount).

Real reform is critically important, and

under ARRA, the Department of

Education chose to limit schools that

receive these funds to the lowest-

performing schools that were not only

needy, but willing to adopt one of only

four specified school intervention

models. Along with the funding come

reporting requirements that for the first

time should reveal not only how many

schools are identified for improvement,

but which ones actually improve.

With such a large investment, it's worth

taking a look into where these funds are

going and how they are being spent.

Based on an intensive review of the data

available from states, here are ten

things worth knowing about this

important new funding source.

1. Not all states have awarded grants

yet.

It’s hard to believe that, with the Title I

School Improvement Grants announced

in February and awarded by the U.S.

Department of Education primarily over

the summer, at least three states have

(Continued on page 2)

If you've tried to find information on the

U.S. Department of Education's website

in the past and found it cumbersome,

you weren’t the only one. The Depart-

ment recently launched a new web site,

www.data.ed.gov, that promises to

bring together much of the formerly

hidden data, and to combine it in a way

that users can line up data about spe-

cific states. Unfortunately, the Depart-

ment hasn’t begun to issue data any

faster, with lag times of up to 2 – 2.5

years, and statistical data are often

painfully out of date.

The Department launched this site

during its review of the Investing in

Innovation (i3) grants, and its idea was

to make this site a searchable resource

(Continued on page 4)
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not yet finished awarding grants to

school districts. Florida, Kentucky

and Idaho have yet to make these

awards – for school improvement

that was to have begun the first day

of this school year. Such delays will

make it difficult for schools to show

the marked improvements that are

expected.

2. High schools are real winners in

this competition.

Not many high schools receive Title I

funds, and only a few high schools

were initially eligible for the $3.545

billion in improvement funds. Last

year, however, Congressional

appropriators made a wording

change that made many more high

schools eligible, and states appear to

have taken the opportunity. Of the

states with accessible data on these

awards, 38 percent of the grants

were awarded to high schools, with

another 18 percent to middle

schools and 22 percent to

combination or alternative schools.

In total, nearly three-quarters – 74

percent – of these grants went to

schools other than elementary

schools, which typically receive the

lion’s share of Title I funding.

3. High schools are such winners

that at least one state, Tennessee,

funded only high schools.

Many states funded just a few

elementary schools, or funded

middle schools and high schools.

Tennessee’s effort is titled the High

School Redesign.

4. States really didn’t internalize

the mandate to make information

accessible.

The requirements for this program

are extremely clear: states must post

a summary table including the

district name, school name, NCES

identification number, reform model

chosen, and award amount.

As shown in the box to the left, of the

52 states (including the District of

Columbia and Puerto Rico), 9 had no

information on the web site. Another

12 had some, but not all, of this

information. New Mexico gets the

“most disappointing” award; after

initially posting a link to the

information in an easy-to-spot place

on its home page, the information is

incomplete and cannot be pieced

together by a visitor. Some states

responded to inquiries by re-sending

the exact same incomplete

information. North Carolina,

Washington and Virginia deserve

“transparency” awards; North

Carolina had a very readable chart,

Washington formatted a very simple

downloadable pdf with all of the

right information, and Virginia

allowed users to download a

customizable Excel file, again with

full information.

5. States treated the reform op-

tions very differently.

At least one state, Maryland, did not

allow any of its schools to choose the

“transformation” option, widely

considered to be the least rigorous

improvement model allowed in this

competition. Unfortunately, in 7

states all schools selected the

transformation model.

6. Some states closed schools.

Of the four allowable reform models,

the fourth – school closure – was

actually selected for 21 schools (5

percent). Students who attended

those schools last year will now be

re-assigned to other, higher-

performing schools.

7. Although the “transformation”

model dominated (selected by 70

percent of schools), the other

models were selected fairly often.

Fully 22 percent of schools selected

the “turnaround” model, which

required a new principal and at least

50 percent new staff. Most

surprising was that the “restart”

model, where an external operator

such as a charter school corporation

takes over a school, attracted fewer

(School Improvement Grants, continued from page 1)

(Continued on page 5)

States With No SIG

Information Available

Hawaii, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisi-

ana, Oregon, Montana, Pennsyl-

vania, Vermont, New Hampshire

States with Partial SIG

Information Available

Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia,

Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, New

Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Rhode

Island, Tennessee, Texas

States Using Only the

Transformation Model

*number of schools affected in

parentheses

Arkansas (7), Mississippi (8),

Nebraska (7), North Dakota (1),

Oklahoma (10), South Carolina

(18), West Virginia (15)
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While future funding of the Race to the

Top (RTTT) program will be debated

in the lame duck session and the new

Congress, the already awarded Race to

the Top funds may be in jeopardy in

some states.

In Ohio and Maryland, in particular,

there is fear that RTTT funds may be

revoked as state reforms central to the

states' RTTT proposals are on the

chopping block.

In Ohio, Governor-elect John Kasich

said during his campaign that he

would like to do away with Ohio's evi-

dence-based funding program, which

was passed on current Governor Ted

Strickland's watch in 2009. Strickland

has said that getting rid of the

program would eliminate one of the

core pieces of the Ohio RTTT proposal,

making the state ineligible to receive

the $400M it won in the competition.

A representative of the U.S.

Department of Education was quoted

in a Columbus newspaper, saying,

"States won Race to the Top based on

the plans they submitted. If any state

significantly changes the plan, it will

be putting all Race to the Top funding

in jeopardy."

The representative did not comment

on any state in particular. The

Department has said they will monitor

winning RTTT states' compliance with

their proposals.

In Maryland, a legislative committee

voted last week to reject a new

regulation requiring that half of teach-

ers' evaluations be based on student

progress. When Maryland applied for

RTTT funds, their proposal promised

that student progress would account

for 50 percent of evaluations, but the

legislative committee voted for 35

percent, going against Governor Mar-

tin O'Malley's education reform plan.

This would seem to put Maryland's

$250M RTTT funds in jeopardy, but

U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan

has said he is confident that Maryland

will stick with its original proposal.

"This is not a time to slow down or

take a step backwards. This is the time

to keep moving forward, and this is

my hope and anticipation that

Maryland will do that," Duncan told a

Baltimore television station.

While RTTT funding is not in jeopardy

in other states as of yet, the chart

below highlights changes in leadership

after the gubernatorial elections and

how those leadership changes may

influence education reform efforts in

RTTT states.

RTTT States May Lose Funding if They Drop Reform Efforts

Delaware No governor’s election.

Florida Republican Rick Scott narrowly defeated Democrat Alex Sink. Scott is expected to support merit pay for teachers,

increased numbers of charter schools, and other expanded school choice options.

Georgia Former Republican Congressman Nathan Deal won a close race against Democrat Roy Barnes. Deal has said he will

review the state’s education funding formula for public schools and concentrate on preserving teacher positions. He

also supports offering vocational education and greater flexibility for school systems.

Hawaii Former Congressman and Democrat Neal Abercrombie defeated Republican Duke Aiona. Abercombie plans to

incorporate the Superintendent of Schools in the Governor’s cabinet to bring together all parties for reform.

Maryland The current Governor, Democrat Martin O’Malley, retained his seat. A spokesperson for the governor says he is

committed to making sure Maryland doesn’t lose its RTTT funding.

Massachusetts The current Governor, Democrat Deval Patrick, retained his seat. Deval signed an education reform bill this past

January, and is focused on “innovation schools” to close the achievement gap.

New York Former Attorney General and Democrat Andrew Cuomo won. Cuomo plans to quickly tackle the state’s fiscal

problems by cutting waste, especially in education funding.

North Carolina No governor’s election.

Ohio Republican John Kasich defeated incumbent Democrat Ted Strickland. Kasich has said he would like to do away

with Ohio’s evidence-based funding plan and direct more money toward classrooms.

Rhode Island Former U.S. Senator and Independent Lincoln Chafee defeated both his Democratic and Republican opponents.

Chafee has publicly spoken out against using RTTT money for charter schools, saying he would rather focus the

money on “traditional” schools.

Tennessee Republican Bill Haslam won. Haslam has said wants to integrate education, including the traditional college

experience as well as technical and high schools, with local businesses to create a “renewable marketplace built

upon itself.”

Washington, D.C. Democrat Vincent Gray defeated incumbent Mayor Adrian Fenty in the primary, and won the general election.

Chancellor Michelle Rhee resigned after the election, and Kaya Henderson was named Interim Chancellor.

New Leadership in Race to the Top States
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for information on any number of

grant competitions. To date, how-

ever, it includes only the Investing in

Innovation (i3) grants and the

Promise Neighborhood grants. It

does not include other discretionary

grant competitions held this year,

such as the latest Teacher Incentive

Fund awards. What is perhaps most

useful about researching grants on

this site – rather than, for example,

in the grants database – is that here

submissions are included, rather

than just grants. Users can see who

did not get funding as well as those

who succeeded.

New Web Analysis Tools

The right-hand menu of

www.data.ed.gov offers several

“data sets and tools.” By far the most

useful to readers will be the ED Data

Express (located near the end of the

list). Using this link, it’s possible to

look in-depth at a specific state, to

examine a single point of data across

all states, or to build your own

analysis with specific data elements

and one or more states. It’s possible

to examine topics such as

achievement; parent options, and

the progress of English-language

learners. Once you select the data

elements, the system automatically

graphs the results. For example, a

few clicks shows that in South

Dakota, 80 percent of eligible

students participated in public

school choice in 2008-09, dwarfing

all other states. Of course, the

analyses possible are limited by how

good the data are, and states have

been criticized by the Government

Accountability Office (GAO), among

others, for their quality controls on

data they report.

The site also offers a series of other

search options. They are:

Institute of Education Sciences.

This is a streamlined National Center

for Education Statistics search that

allows users to examine data from

NAEP, international tests such as

PISA and TIMSS, and view the rou-

tine data collected from school

districts (such as finance, personnel,

etc.) The tools are useful, but should

be used with caution because of the

delayed data production schedule.

ED Facts. This is the replacement for

the Consolidated State Performance

Reporting system. It collects the

same data, and these are some of the

strongest data available on states’

performance under No Child Left

Behind. Here users can find out how

many schools have been identified

as “in need of improvement,” the

percentage of teachers that are not

highly qualified, and the numbers of

students opting for public school

choice and supplemental

educational services.

The Department collects data from

states in November and February.

This data collection is slated to

expand; for example, states will have

to begin reporting not only how

many schools are identified for

improvement, but how many im-

prove. Readers may want to check

out the ED Facts state profiles avail-

able on the site. Serious researchers

will want to use the ED Data

Express.

Grant Award Database. This is

among the hardest-to-use systems

on ED’s web site, but at least now it

can be found. The database lists all

discretionary (competitive) and

formula grant awards, so it’s inter-

esting to see what funds actually go

to your state or district. It’s possible

– but difficult – to use this database

to find grants in a particular subject

area that have been awarded, such

as reading research grants.

Federal Student Aid Data Center.

For readers interested in higher

education, especially in the current

regulatory conversation over

for-profit colleges and universities,

look no further. This link will lead to

virtually any kind of data needed

regarding the transition to direct

lending by the Department, to the

default rates on student loans.

In a world where we’re all swim-

ming in data all the time, this site is

an important effort to try to make

the data a little more manageable.

Businesses should use this site for

their own research, and should en-

courage the Department to continue

making this level of data readily

available.

(Data Tools, continued from page 1)

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the world's largest business federation, is working to drive public policies that

increase opportunity and prosperity through advocacy, intelligence, and our worldwide network. Through the

Chamber's Institute for a Competitive Workforce (ICW), the Chamber promotes high educational standards and

effective workforce training systems to attract, educate, and empower workers for successful careers.
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The mid-term elections resulted in historic gains for

Republicans, particularly in the House that will switch

from a Democratic to a Republican Majority next

Congress. However, before the newly elected Members

begin work, the current Congress must return to

Washington to complete some unfinished business.

Among the work to be done is to wrap up the annual

appropriations bills that fund all aspects of the federal

government, including education programs.

Congress was unable to complete work on these bills

prior to the elections and instead passed a continuing

resolution or “CR” to keep funds flowing through

December 3rd. Before that time, Congress will have to

either pass the appropriations bills (which would be

packaged together as an “omnibus” appropriations bill),

or they may choose to provide yet another CR into next

year in which case the newly elected Members would

have the final say in funding programs for fiscal year

2011.

The decision on how Congress moves forward will have

implications for federal education spending. In particu-

lar, if Congress moves to complete the funding bills this

year, there is a far greater chance that programs

including Race to the Top (RTTT) and Investing in Inno-

vation (i3) will get at least some level of funding. This

reflects the fact that both the House and Senate

Appropriations Committees proposed funding for these

programs in preliminary bills passed in their respective

Committees earlier this year: the House proposed

$800M for RTTT and $400M for i3, and the Senate

proposed $675M for RTTT and $250M for i3. However,

such an approach is by no means a guarantee these

programs will be funded. In order to wrap up these

bills, Members are under pressure to cut back on overall

spending – and initiatives such as RTTT and i3 will no

doubt be targets for cost savings among some Members.

In the event Congress decides to simply pass a CR into

next year and perhaps through all of next year, the

chances of a new Congress funding RTTT and i3 are

much lower. CRs typically fund all currently authorized

programs at prior year funding levels. Neither RTTT

nor i3 are specifically authorized given they were

created as one-time funding streams as part of ARRA

and would thus not be automatically funded through a

CR. Nevertheless, these remain key priorities of the

Administration and their continuation will undoubtedly

be a major issue for debate regardless of how Congress

ends up moving forward with FY11 funding.

schools (3 percent) than the closure

option.

8. Few districts faced the

limitation that, with 9 or more

grantee schools, no more than

half could choose the

“transformation” model.

Despite the fact that many large

districts had a lot of eligible schools,

only five faced this limit, and each

dealt with it differently: Boston and

St. Louis split their schools between

“transformation” and “turnaround;”

New York City appears to have

ignored this rule (or gotten a

waiver) since all its schools will be

implementing the “transformation”

model. In California, 3 districts faced

this limitation: Los Angeles, San

Bernadino, and San Francisco. Los

Angeles “restarted” some schools,

while San Bernadino split its schools

between “transformation” and

“turnaround.” San Francisco closed a

school then divided the rest between

the two popular models. No

information is available on the mod-

els chosen by Denver or Memphis.

9. States did not fund all eligible

schools, nor did they fund all

schools that applied.

Most state web sites included

applications (as required) of non-

funded applicants illustrating that

the competition for these funds was

real.

10. The range of funding schools

received is enormous.

High school funding ranged from

$180,000 ($60,000 per year) to $6

million ($2 million per year). While

school size undoubtedly accounts for

some of this variation, it’s interesting

to see such diversity in funding. Let’s

hope researchers look to see whether

schools with vastly more resources

achieve vastly greater results.

(School Improvement Grants, continued from page 2)

Lame Duck Congress May Determine Fate of Additional

Race to the Top and Investing in Innovation Funding
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Update on Key Programs Funded Under ARRA

PROGRAM FUNDING FOR QUICK FACTS

Race to the Top (RTTT)

$4B

ED is using this high-profile grant

competition as an incentive to get

States to remove barriers to reform.

Grantees will have to implement re-

forms in teacher quality, high aca-

demic standards, using data to drive

reform, and turning around low-

performing schools.

In September, the Secretary an-

nounced the 10 winners for Race to

the Top Phase II: the District of

Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,

Maryland, Massachusetts, New York,

North Carolina, Ohio, and Rhode

Island. States have until November

19 to submit District-level scope of

works to the U.S. Department of

Education.

ARRA-Title I School Improvement

Fund

$3.545B, including FY2009 allocation

Reforming the lowest-performing

Title I schools and middle/high

schools.

Districts that receive this funding will

have to implement one of four

dramatic reforms in the lowest-

performing schools, and will have to

report on the outcomes.

Grants have been awarded to all fifty

states plus D.C. Targeted are the

lowest-achieving schools, which must

use one of four prescriptive models to

raise student achievement.

Investing in Innovation (i3) $650M Scaling up successful education re-

form practices and programs.

This fund is intended to support in-

novations that have succeeded in

improving school performance,

ranging from small grants (up to $5

million) for promising practices, to

large grants (up to $50 million) for

programs with strong evidence of

effectiveness.

The Department announced 49

winners in August. All applicants

were able to secure the required

private sector match, and received

awards last month.

Race to the Top - Assessment $350M Assessments aligned with new na-

tional academic standards.

The Department chose two winners:

the Partnership for Assessment of

Readiness for College and Careers

(PARCC) and the SMARTER Balanced

Assessment Consortium (SBAC).

ARRA- Teacher Incentive Fund

$300M, including FY2009 allocation

Incentive pay for high-performing

teachers and principals in high-need

schools.

The Department awarded 62 TIF

grants in late September, totaling

$442 million.


